2018 News Letter
geospatial solutions with clarity, focus & vision
As 2018 comes to a close, here’s a brief update on what we’ve been up to at geosphere4d.
The main focus of 2018 has been developing interactive deformation monitoring deliverables based around GIS and spherical
photography viewing platforms and integrating with 3D PDF files, 3D models and laser scanning pointcloud data.
In March we demonstrated our Spherical Photography VR viewing capability at Oceanology 2018, visited Geobusiness in May
and wrote a Technical Paper for the Chalk Engineering conference in September on the use of ‘Laser Scanning for Landslide
Monitoring’.
We are looking forward to Raphael joining us in January as a Junior Geospatial Surveyor to further expand our team.

Project Update

It’s been a year of beach and coastal monitoring.

Laser scanning of coastal landslides and cliff monitoring
using vehicle mounted ‘Stop & Go’ methodology and tripod
mounted.

The first interesting challenge for 2018 was undertaking a
Beach Monitoring survey on the Suffolk coast when the
‘Beast from the East’ hit the UK, fantastic team work and
camaraderie from everybody involved...and we survived.

The contrast was beach monitoring surveys over the
summer.....which we also survived.
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We have continued our deformation monitoring and
Engineering Survey programme on Heritage buildings, river
structures and industrial environments.
Nuclear Power Station sites, have continued to provide
challenging and rewarding projects including ongoing
deformation monitoring, laser scanning and spherical
photography capture and Tank Inspection surveys.

And finally, the office
security team of Bob &
Mack have remained ever
vigilant in 2018!
Best wishes for a Happy Christmas & Prosperous New Year

From All at geosphere4d

If you would like to discuss your geospatial requirements with us or require further information on any of the services we
offer, please do not hesitate to contact us:

T: 01903 742 222

www.geosphere4d.com

E: ian.anderson@geosphere4d.com

